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Abstract
This software demonstration overviews the developments made during the 3-year NCeSS funded Understanding New Forms of the Digital Record for e-Social Science project (DReSS) that was based at the University of Nottingham. The demo highlights the outcomes of a specific ‘driver project’ hosted by DReSS, which sought to combine the knowledge of linguists and the expertise of computer scientists in the construction of the multi-modal (MM hereafter) corpus software: the Digital Replay System (DRS). DRS presents ‘data’ in three different modes, as spoken (audio), video and textual records of real-life interactions, accurately aligning them within a functional, searchable corpus setting (known as the Nottingham Multi-Modal Corpus: NMMC herein). The DRS environment therefore allows for the exploration of the lexical, prosodic and gestural features of conversation and how they interact in everyday speech. Further to this, the demonstration introduces a computer vision based gesture recognition system which has been constructed to allow for the detection and preliminary codification of gesture sequences. This gesture tracking system can be imported into DRS to enable an automated approach to the analysis of MM datasets.

1. Introduction
This paper, and accompanying software demo, reports on some of the developments made to date on the 3-year ESRC (Economic and Social Research Council) funded DReSS (Understanding Digital Records for eSocial Science) interdisciplinary research project, based at the University of Nottingham. The linguistic concern of the project was to explore how we can utilise new textualities (MM datasets) in order to further develop the scope of Corpus Linguistic (CL hereafter) analysis. This paper discusses selected linguistic and technological procedures and requirements for developing such a MM corpus. We focus on the NMMC (Nottingham Multi-Modal Corpus, a 250,000 word corpus of single speaker and dyadic conversational data taken from an academic discourse context), and we outline key practical issues that need to be explored in relation to mark-up and subsequent codification of linguistic and gesture phenomena.

2. Outlining the DRS
The Digital Replay System (DRS), the software used to interrogate the NMMC, aims to provide the linguist with the facility to display synchronised video, audio and textual data. In addition, perhaps most relevantly, it is integrated with a novel concordance tool which is capable of interrogating data constructed both from textual transcriptions anchored to video or audio and from coded annotations. Figure 1, below, shows an example of the concordance tool in-use within the DRS environment. In this window, concordance lines for the search term yeah are displayed in the top right-hand panel and, as each concordance line is selected, the corresponding source video file is played to the left-hand side of the user-interface (UI hereafter).

For text based corpora (including current spoken corpora), concordance tools are nothing new. Wordsmith for example (http://www.lexically.net, see Scott, 1999) is a well known tool allowing an analyst to carry out concordance searches across large corpora of spoken or written discourse. It would be possible to export transcriptions from DRS to such a tool. However, by making this export, we sacrifice many of the benefits of having a MM analysis tool presented by DRS. Therefore, DRS contains its own concordance tool. At its most basic level this allows the analyst to search across a transcription or collection of transcriptions (constituting a text only corpus) creating a concordance which displays the textual context of words or regular expressions.

Figure 1: The concordance tool in use within the DRS environment.

Perhaps the most immediate difference between a standard text-based corpus and a MM corpus is the need to use a timeline as a means of aligning all the different data streams. This may have originally been included as a logistical necessity, but in practice it allows a degree of flexibility that standard corpus software tools do not have. Further to this, it is important to note that the trend in corpus linguistics has been towards having all the data and metadata together in one file. DRS is much more flexible in this regard. Because it uses a timeline as an anchor, the user can attach as many transcripts or annotations to that timeline as is desired. This means that data and metadata can be stored in separate files,
the text can be read easily by the user without being buried by hoards of metadata records, and vice versa.

Since such reference media can be organized, indexed and stored within the DRS, we can provide more than just a textual context. Simply clicking on an instance of the utterance, we can immediately display the video of that utterance occurring, providing a far greater degree of context than is available with more traditional text-only tools. In addition, we also have coded gestures as part of the NMMC, so the DRS concordancer allows the analyst to search across the codes as well, treating them in the same way as spoken utterances. The user can therefore use DRS as an analysis tool rather than just a read-only tool already provided by existing software, thus making DRS a useful interface for a wide variety of users.

It is important to note that the concordancer is still being enhanced in order to provide frequency counts of the data. The integration of this utility will eventually allow the linguist to research statistical or probabilistic characteristics of corpora, as well as to explore specific tokens, phrases and patterns of language usage (both verbal and non-verbal) in more detail. The current version of the DRS concordancer allows the analyst to search across texts as well as within texts, and provides a reference to the text from which specific concordances were derived. Once the gesture tracker is integrated within DRS (see below), the linguist will have the ability to search for key terms and related ‘tracked’ gestures in order to start to map relationships between language and gesticulation.

This novel MM concordancer has led to the need for developing new approaches for coding and tagging language data, in order to align textual, video and audio data streams (see Adolphs and Carter, 2007 and Knight, 2006). Subsequently, this demo also reports on findings of explorations (using the concordance search facility) of relationships between the linguistic characteristics and context of specific gestures, and the physically descriptive representations of those gestures extracted from video data.

The study of this relationship leads to a greater understanding of the characteristics of verbal and non-verbal behaviour in natural conversation, and the specific context of learning. This will allow us to explore in more detail the relationships between linguistic form and function in discourse, and how different, complex facets of meaning in discourse are constructed through the interplay of text, gesture and prosody (building on the seminal work of McNeill, 1992 and Kendon, 1990, 1994).

3. Coding using DRS

Codes in DRS are stored in a series of ‘coding tracks’. Each of these tracks is based on a timeline and associated with a particular media file. Similarly, transcripts are stored as ‘annotation tracks’ which behave in the same way as coding tracks, though with free rather than structured annotations. Because each utterance or code has a time associated with it, as well as a reference media, it is possible to search across these different types looking for patterns with the original media being instantly accessible in the correct place. This allows the analyst to examine the context of each artifact. In order to search the data effectively, a suitable tool is required.

DRS is equipped to support the annotation and coding of raw and semi-structured data through a multistage iterative process which includes “quick and dirty” qualitative exploration of the data. This is particularly useful where rapid accessing of data and rough annotation/coding is required in order to identify passages of interest and possible variables to be included in a coding scheme.

4. Annotating MM Corpora

Traditionally linguists have relied on text as a ‘point of entry’ for corpus research. However, one of the fundamental aims of this project is that all modes should be equally accessible to corpus searches, allowing not only text-based linguists but also researchers investigating the use of gesture to access data. For a MM corpus to be of use to the broader research community all streams should be accurately aligned and coded, and made accessible in order to facilitate research.

Current annotation schemes that are equipped for both gesture and speech (including, but not limited to those used within the field of linguistics) tend to only look at each mode in turn, as Baldry and Thibault (2006: 148) emphasise:

“In spite of the important advances made in the past 30 or so years in the development of linguistic corpora and related techniques of analysis, a central and unexamined theoretical problem remains, namely that the methods adapted for collecting and coding texts isolate the linguistic semiotic from the other semiotic modalities with which language interacts…. [In] other words, linguistic corpora as so far conceived remains intra-semiotic in orientation…. [In] contrast MM corpora are, by definition, inter-semiotic in their analytical procedures and theoretical orientations.”

Many schemes do exist, however, which depict the basic semiotic relationship between verbalisations and gesture (early coding schemes of this nature are provided by Efron 1941 and Ekman and Friesen 1968, 1969). These mark-up the occasions where gestures co-occur (or not) with the speech, and state whether the basic discoursal function of the gestures and speech ‘overlap’, are ‘disjunct’ and so on, or if the concurrent verbalisation or gesture is more ‘specific’ than the other sign at a given moment (for more details see Evans et al., 2001: 316). These schemes may be a useful starting point for labeling information in each mode, which can be further supplemented to cater for the semantic properties of individual features.

An example of a coding scheme that deals with defining
a range of gestures based upon sequences of kinesic movements (that occur during speech) was been drawn up by Frey et al. (1983). Other more detailed kinesic coding schemes exist which attempt to define more explicitly the specific action, size, shape and relative position of movements throughout gesticulation (see Holler and Beattie, 2002, 2003, 2004; McNeill, 1985, 1992; Ekman & Friesen 1968, 1969). However, these schemes are limited in their utility for marking up the linguistic function of such sequences, and their explicit relationship to spoken discourse Other available coding schemes are not designed to provide the tools for more pragmatic analyses of language, nor to facilitate the integration of analyses of non-verbal and verbal behaviour as interrelated channels for expressing and receiving messages in discourse.

Current schemes that do classify the verbal and the visual only tend to deal with the typological features of MM talk. An example of this is given by Cerrato (2004: 26, also see Holler & Beattie’s ‘binary coding scheme for iconic gestures’, 2002) who marks up a range HH (human-human) and HCI (human-computer) conversations according to, primarily, whether it is a word (marked as W), phrase (marked as P), sentences (marked as S) and gestures (marked as G). Indeed steps to facilitate the exploration of both modes in conjunction have been made by various researchers and research teams (for example Cerrato 2004, discussed in more detail in chapter 4, and Dybkjær & Ole Bernsen, 2004).

The coding scheme that is perhaps closest to the requirements of MM corpora is the MPI Movement Phase Coding Scheme. This is described as ‘a syntagmatic rule system for movement phases that applies to both co-speech gestures and signs’ (Knudsen et al., 2002). However, this system does not provide detailed codes for the functional linguistic significance of the different characteristics of talk. It is a scheme that was developed at the MPI in order to allow for the referencing of video files. Annotations made with this scheme can be conducted using another MPI tool, MediaTagger, and are input into the software EUDICO for further analysis and the representation of data.

Other key limitations with current coding and annotation schemes and tools are that they are not always available for general use. Instead they are often designed to meet the address a particular research question and so are difficult to expand beyond the remit of their associated research projects. For example, more extensive coding schemes that are equipped for dealing with both gesture and speech (a variety of schemes are discussed at length by Church & Goldin-Meadow, 1986 and Bavelas, 1994) are generally designed primarily to model sign language and facial expressions specifically (which can also be used for determining mouth movements in speech, as is common in HCI studies). Examples of such coding schemes are the HamNoSys (Hamburg Notation System, see Prollwitz et al., 1989), the MPI GesturePhone (from the Max Planck Institute; which transcribes signs as speech) as well the MPI Movement Phase Coding Scheme which is designed to code gestures and signs which co-occur with talk (Kita et al., 1997).

Despite this, it has been widely recognised that it would be beneficial to create ‘International Standards for Language Engineering’ (known as the ISLE project, see Dybkjær & Ole Bernsen, 2004: 1). These standards are labeled as NIMMs in the ISLE project; Natural Interaction and MM Annotation Schemes. ISLE is based on the notion that there is a need for a ‘coding scheme of a general purpose’ to be constructed to deal with the ‘cross-level and cross modality coding’ of naturally occurring language data (Dybkjær & Ole Bernsen, 2004: 2-3, also refer to Wittenburg et al., 2000). Such set standards may, therefore, be of use to the development of MM corpora.

However, since gesticulations are so complex and variable in nature, it is, practically, difficult to create a comprehensive scheme for annotating every feature of gesture-in-use. Depending on the perspective of research, gestures may also be seen to have different semantic or discursive functions in the discourse. Thus it would be difficult to mark-up each respective function of gesture-in-talk, posing difficulties for the development of ISLEs. Indeed, as yet, these standards have not been drawn up to support cross-research or cross-disciplinary explorations of data (i.e. to allow for researchers from different backgrounds to fulfill the aims of their own studies sufficiently.

Therefore, at present it is necessary to develop our own coding scheme for marking up gestures-in-talk within the NMMC, one which is transferable across the different data streams in the MM corpus. This will allow us to connect the pragmatic and semantic properties of the two gesture and speech and enable cross referencing between the two. Such would make it easier to search for patterns in concordances of the data in order to explore the interplay between language and gesture in the generation of meaning.

5. Coding the NMMC

Despite practical constraints, we have aimed to encode the NMMC data in a way that will ‘allow for the maximum usability and reusability of encoded texts’ (Ide, 1998: 1). The basic coding rubric adopted can be seen in figure 2. In order to explore the ‘interaction of language and gesture-in-use for the generation of meaning in discourse’, we initially focused upon classifying movement features and linguistic features independently.

Gestures are classified in a top-down fashion, with the analyst working to firstly define the specific form of gesture, before proceeding to establish the linguistic function (pragmatic category) of such. Knowledge from the tracking output and manual analyses determine the shape and direction of hands and whether one or both of the hands are moving at any one point. These are then classified using the typological descriptions of gestures that are available in gesture research. The aim is to establish whether the movement features of the gesture
best attribute it to being Iconic, Metaphoric, Beat-like, Cohesive or Deictic in nature (see McNeill, 1995, 1985, similar paradigms are seen in McNeill et al., 1994: 224; Richmond et al., 1991: 57; Kendon, 1994).

In instances whether gestures co-occur specifically with speaker verbalisations (rather than with recipient gesticulations), we are working with a separate classification system in a bottom-up manner, exploring first the discursive function of co-occurring text before looking in more detail at specific tokens and phrases (which are separately encoded, see Knight and Adolphs, 2008 for details). As a final measure this information is combined in order to explore more closely specific words or phrases that are likely to co-occur with specific gestures throughout the gesture phase (and at the stroke; the most emphatic point, in particular).

6. Analyzing gesture in the NMMC

In addition to the NMMC DRS interface, a further aim for DReSS was to develop tools which model gesture-in-talk, with the ability to monitor the function, timing and response (if any) of all participants’ gesticulations, to gain an increased understanding of their role in discourse.

Although it may be feasible to manually extract and observe specific sequences of gesticulation as they occur in 10 minutes or even 5 hours of video data, it should be acknowledged that an increase in length of video data makes this method less practical and cost-effective to use (as is presented in a 250,000 word MM corpus such as the NMMC). In the same way that the manual examination of pre-electronic corpora was time-consuming and error prone, the manual strategies presented here are not yet automated and rely on manual analysis. The linguist has to trawl through each second of data to find features of interest, before manually marking up and encoding those features, and manipulating them before patterns and general observations can be explored.

It may therefore be appropriate to exploit a more automatic digital approach for such analysis in the future. This should detect and ultimately define and encode gesture-in-talk (based on parameters predetermined by the analyst) at high speed, and thus reduce the amount of time required to undertake such operations. In addition to this, automated methods should help to provide scientifically verifiable parameters of gesture categories and codes. One such ‘automatic’ approach has been developed by Computer Vision experts at the University of Nottingham (and has been tested as part of the DReSS project) in the form of a 2D gesture algorithm, which can be seen in figures 3 and 4 (for information on the technological specifications of the algorithm see Knight et al., 2006 and Evans & Naeem, 2007).
located to the right of the video image) and right hand (labeled as L by the tracker, since it is located to the left of the video image) are located in each frame. So as the video is played the movement of each hand is denoted by changes in the x-axis position of R and L across the boundaries of these vertical lines. Figure 4 (overleaf) shows an alternative location matrix that can be used with the tracker, dividing the video image into 16 separate zones (based on McNeill’s diagram for gesture space encoding, 1992: 378) for a more detailed account of specific the horizontal and vertical movements of each hand.

So when using the tracker seen in figure 3, we see a sequence of outputted zone 3 for frames 1 to 7, which changes to a sequence of zone 4 for frames 8 to 16 for R, this notifies the analyst that the left hand has moved across one zone boundary to the right during these frames. In theory, in order to track larger hand movements, the analyst can pre-determine a specific sequence of movements which can be searched and coded in the output data. So if, for example, the analyst had an interest in exploring a specific pattern of movement, considered to be of an iconic nature, i.e. a specific combination of the spontaneous hand movements which complement or somehow enhance the semantic information conveyed within a conversation, it would be possible to use the hand tracker to facilitate the definition of such gestures across the corpus (for in-depth discussions on iconics and other forms of gesticulation, see studies by Ekman and Friesen, 1969; Kendon, 1972, 1980, 1982, 1983; Argyle, 1975; McNeill, 1985, 1992; Chalwa and Krauss, 1994 and Beattie and Shovelton, 2002).

The tracker outputs ‘raw’ data into the Excel spreadsheet consisting of a frame-by-frame account of the region location of each hand (in terms of its position within the numbered matrix; comprising of a sequence of numbers for each frame for R and L). The movement of each hand is therefore denoted as a change in region location of the hand, so for example for R hand (the left hand), we see a sequence of outputted zone 3 for frames 1 to 7, which changes to a sequence of zone 4 for frames 8 to 16. Ergo this notifies the analyst that the R hand has moved across one zone boundary to the right during these frames.Using this output the analyst would be required to ‘teach’ the tracking system by means of pre-defining the combination of movements to be coded as ‘iconic gesture 1’, for example (so perhaps a sequence of R or L hand movements into from R1 to R4 and back to R1 across x amounts of frames, for the tracker seen in figure 3), in order to convert the raw output into data which is useable.

The gesture tracker, in its current state, generates a fairly simplistic set of codes. It is generally possible to tell if a large gesture has occurred, but difficult to differentiate between different types of gesture. To some extent it serves to create a ‘code-template’ from which a skilled analyst can apply a more detailed coding scheme to generate a more complete description of the gestures captured in a given video session. Even from the tracker’s simplistic codes it is possible to search for co-occurrences of gesture and utterance, but with a more detailed coding track – generated either by simply hand-coding the video using DRS’s comprehensive coding tools, or by taking the code-template generated by the tracker and filling out the detail.

However, for preliminary analyses, the raw data can be easily and accurately plotted on to a graph, as seen in figure 5, which as a first step, accurately informs the analyst whether movement does or does not occur at points throughout the video (this plot can be integrated into the DRS software). The graph maps the movement of the L and R hand across each region on the movement matrix, thus denoting movements which occur in a left or right location. This notion of movement Vs no-movement acts a useful first step to classifying and encoding specific movement sequences, one which can be enacted automatically, again decreasing the amount of time required to manually extract such information. However, further to this the analyst is obviously required to determine whether these movements are in fact examples of gesticulation rather than fidgeting, for example, as regardless of how sensitive the system is, the complex nature of bodily movement makes it near impossible to determine such a difference fully automatically.

![Figure 5: Plotting the tracking information (using the initial 4 region information, seen in figure 3)](image)

It is important to note that the tracker is designed to allow the analyst to track more than one image in the same frame at the same time. In other words it has the ability for the user to apply the tracker on pre-recorded, digitised images which in theory can include up to two participants in each recorded image frame (i.e. dyadic conversational data). However, after extensive testing, it was discovered that the tracker appears to be at its most effective when the video is of high quality (.avi) with a high resolution, with the image of each participant shown as close-up and large scale as possible. This is because smaller, lower quality images were more likely to lose the tracking target locations instantly.

This requirement proved to be slightly problematic to adhere to when dealing with the streamed two-party videos because the reduction in the physical size and
associated quality of the image seen in such aligned videos causes the tracker to readily lose the target locations, making it difficult for the CV algorithm to adequately track these locations. In such situations it was found that even when frequent debugging (when the tracker loses it’s desired targets and is thus manually stopped by the analyst and the target features are redefined and relocated before the tracking is resumed) was undertaken, target locations were often instantly lost when tracking recommenced.

Consequently, we attempted to run the tracker off the original, individual .avi videos from each recording and found that, in general, the tracking algorithm was able to track the desired bodily locations with increased levels of consistency (i.e. with decreased amounts of debugging required) and accuracy with such data. Using the individual source videos rather than those which have been aligned makes the process of tracking even more lengthy as each individual participant needs to be tracked in turn rather than simultaneously. However, using the split screen version of the videos, it can be even more difficult to watch both images simultaneously and accurately stop and debug the tracker as required. As a result, it was deemed more beneficial, and in the long term more accurate, to deal with each image individually, before attempting to align results at a later date.

As Kapoor & Picard point out, in their development of a ‘real-time detection’ and classification tool, even with salient gestures, for example head nods and shakes, it is difficult to fully automate this gesture tracking and coding stage (2001). This is due to the fact that gestures-in-talk are spontaneous, idiosyncratic (Kendon, 1992) and transient (Bavelas, 1994: 209), and are generally seen to contain no standard forms in conversation (it is unlikely that two hand motions will be exactly the same, for example). Instead, they differ according to user, intensity, meaning and in terms of how the head or hand is rotated, i.e. whether it is simply a rigid up and down, left or right movement, or whether there is more of an up and slight rotation. This complexity in form means it is not easy to accurately encode and quantify particular movement features, especially if relying on purely automated methods. The intervention of the expert human analyst is still, at present, paramount in this context.

7. Summary
This demonstration paper has started to outline some of the technical and practical problems and considerations faced in the development and exploration of MM corpora. It presents a novel MM corpus UI (user-interface), the DRS. DRS provides the analyst with an easy-to-use corpus tool-bench for the exploration of relationships between the linguistic characteristics and context of specific gestures (which can be partially recognized using the gesture tracking utility), and the physically descriptive representations of those gestures extracted from video data (using the novel MM concordancer).
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